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Abstract
Converging evidence shows that Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease that 
represents a disconnection syndrome, whereby a large-scale brain network is progressively 
disrupted by one or more neuropathological processes. However, the mechanism by which 
pathological entities spread across a brain network is largely unknown. Since pathological burden 
may propagate trans-neuronally, we propose to characterize the propagation pattern of 
neuropathological events spreading across relevant brain networks that are regulated by the 
organization of the network. Specifically, we present a novel mixed-effect model to quantify the 
relationship between longitudinal network alterations and neuropathological events observed at 
specific brain regions, whereby the topological distance to hub nodes, high-risk AD genetics, and 
environmental factors (such as education) are considered as predictor variables. Similar to many 
cross-section studies, we find that AD-related neuropathology preferentially affects hub nodes. 
Furthermore, our statistical model provides strong evidence that abnormal neuropathological 
burden diffuses from hub nodes to non-hub nodes in a prion-like manner, whereby the propagation 
pattern follows the intrinsic organization of the large-scale brain network.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer’s disease is a complex neurodegenerative disease that manifests as short-term 
memory and other cognitive symptoms. Although progressive neuron loss is a hallmark of 
AD, some neurological impairment may reflect dysfunction rather than loss of neurons [1, 
2]. In this regard, AD is widely considered as a disconnection syndrome whereby the large-
scale brain network is progressively disrupted by neuropathological events.
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Recent advances in non-invasive in-vivo neuroimaging technology now allow for large-scale 
mapping of structural connections in the whole brain at the individual level. The ensemble of 
macroscopic brain connections can then be described as a complex network - the 
‘connectome’. Graph theory, a powerful framework to characterize diverse properties of the 
complex network, has been widely investigated to understand the dynamic alterations in 
network organization as AD progresses.
There is a large consensus that brain network disruption associated with AD is highly 
dynamic and complex. However, the propagation pattern of how neuropathological burden 
spreads across the network over time is still largely not clear. In the paper, we address this 
challenge using a novel linear mixed-effect model to capture the propagation pattern based 
on longitudinal structural network changes. Specifically, we first apply a significance test to 
validate the hypothesis that hub nodes are differentially affected by neurodegeneration. 
Second, we propose a linear mixed-effect model to characterize the relationship between the 
longitudinal change of neuropathological burden at each brain region and a set of factors that 
include the neuropathological profile at hub nodes, distance to hub nodes, environmental 
factors such as education, genetics factors, and dementia stage. We applied our statistical 
model on longitudinal network and neuroimaging data from the ADNI database. Our 
findings provide strong evidence that the neuropathological burden spreads from hub to non-
hub nodes in a prion-like manner [3].
2. DATA AND METHOD
Participants.
The neuroimaging data of 140 subjects from the ADNI database are selected in this study. 
Based on the diagnostic label at the baseline scan, we partition the whole population into a 
dementia cohort that includes 26 AD and 21 LMCI (late-state mild cognitive impairment 
subjects) and a normal control (NC) cohort that includes 30 cognitive normal, 43 EMCI 
(early-stage MCI), and 20 SMC (significant memory concern) subjects. Each subject has 
multiple follow-up scans (including T1-weighted MR image and diffusion-weighted imaging 
data) every 3 months up to 12 months, which are labeled as “M03”, “M06”, “M12”, “M24”. 
Note, not all participants have complete imaging data for all four follow-up time points. 
Participant-specific clinical and demographic data including dementia stage, high-risk gene 
APOE4 carrier/non-carrier, Gender (M/F), Education (years) are summarized in Table 1.
Neuroimaging data.
Our analysis began with acquiring T1-weighted and diffusion-weighted MR images.. We 
applied the following major image processing steps: (1) tissue segmentation, (2) surface 
construction and calculation of cortical thickness at each voxel, (3) partitioning of the 
cortical surface into 148 regions using the Destrieux atlas [4] in Free Surfer, and (4) 
tractography on the DWI image and construction of a 148 × 148 structural network [5]. At 
the end of our in-house image processing pipeline, each subject has a 148 × 148 structure 
network and an average cortical thickness value for each node in the brain network.
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In general, we have two main hypotheses to evaluate involving large scale longitudinal 
networks. (1) Selective Network Vulnerability. We hypothesize that densely connected 
regions are more likely to exhibit greater shared pathological burden since pathological 
proteins may propagate trans-neuronally. (2) Prion-like Propagation Pattern. We 
hypothesize that the neuropathological burden spreads from densely connected regions (such 
as hub nodes in the brain network) to the other nodes, in a prion-like manner, whereby the 
propagation pattern follows the underlying structural network.
To test the first hypothesis, we apply a linear regression model by regressing the 
neurodegeneration level at each node (measured by cortical thickness) and the nodal 
network properties such as connectivity and participation coefficient [6], whereby the former 
and latter measurements reflect the density of connections and likelihood of being connector 
hub (links multiple communities in the network), respectively. To test the second hypothesis, 
we propose the following mixed-effect model to examine whether the observed longitudinal 
changes of neurodegenerative burden at non-hub nodes are significantly associated with (1) 
longitudinal changes at hub nodes and (2) the topological distance to the hub nodes.
Characterizing the propagation of neurodegeneration events on the network using the 
mixed-effect model.
Suppose there are N nodes in the network. Without loss of generality, we assume H nodes 
are hub nodes V = {vh∣h = 1, .. , H} and the remaining M nodes are non-hub nodes, denoted 
as U = {um∣m = 1, … , M}. We consider the change of cortical thickness value at the non-
hub node um from baseline scan θ(tb) to the current follow-up θ(tb + Δt) , i.e., Δθm = θm(tb) 
− θm(tb + Δt) as the outcome (dependent variable), where tb and Δt denote for the baseline 
time and the days after baseline scan. Three key predictors (independent variables) are (1) 
cortical thickness change at the hub node Δθh, (2) the step count of the shortest length path 
[6] dhm between hub node vh and the underlying non-hub node vm in the network, and (3) 
the time lapse between baseline and current follow-up scan Δt (in days). Since genetic and 
environmental factors play a role in AD progression, we include the subject-specific 
dementia stage XDementia (1: AD and 0: NC), education level XEdu (in year), APOE4 
biomarker XAPOE (1: carrier and 0: non-carrier), and gender XS (1: male and 0: female) as 
the covariates in our model. Our proposed linear mixed-effect model is:
Δθmij = β0mi + β1Δθℎ
ij + dℎmi + β3Δtij +
β4XDementiai + β5XEdui + β6XAPOEi + β7XSi + εij,
(1)
where Δθmij is the change of the cortical thickness at non-hub node um observed in the ith 
subject at the jth follow-up scan. Similarly, Δθℎ
ij is the change of cortical thickness at hub 
node vh observed in the ith subject at time jth follow-up scan. Δtij is the time span between 
the jth scan and the baseline for the ith subject and all other covariates with subscript i 
denotes the measurements from the ith subject. In the model (1), we use a subject-specific 
random intercept by assuming β0mi follows a normal distribution of N(μm, σm2 ). The 
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parameters {β1, … , β7] are estimated by a restricted maximum likelihood approach and 
their significance is tested by the likelihood ratio test.
By examining the estimated coefficients in the model (1) and the corresponding p-values, we 
are able to test the second hypothesis regarding the network propagation pattern as follows. 
(1) The decrease in cortical thickness at non-hub nodes significantly associates with the 
decrease in cortical thickness at hub nodes if β1 significantly differs from 0. (2) AD 
pathology propagation from hub to non-hub nodes occurs in a trans-neuronal manner if both 
Δθm and Δθh are negative and β2 significantly differs from 0. (3) The neurodegenerative 
burden linearly accrues at each non-hub node if β3 significantly differs from 0.
Model Justification.
Since AD is a multifactorial and heterogeneous neurodegenerative disease, it is reasonable to 
assume that each hub node has its unique pattern in AD progression. Hence, we fit our 
model for each hub node separately. In the longitudinal model, i.e. Eq. 1, we jointly model 
repeated measures at various follow-up times and treat Δθh and Δt as time-varying 
covariates. In our model, we use the random-intercept term β0mi to account for the inter-
subject variation of cortical thickness changes. The advantage of our method is two-fold. 
First, the longitudinal model enables us to characterize the intrinsic temporal changes of the 
neurodegeneration that is related to AD. Second, the random intercept term provides 
robustness to the large inter-subject heterogeneity, which has been reported in many AD 
studies [7].
3. RESULTS
3.1 Evidence of selective network vulnerability
First, we show the relationship of cortical thickness (reflecting neurodegeneration level) vs. 
connectivity and cortical thickness vs. participation degree [6] (the proportion of cross-
community connectivities at each node) in Fig. 1(a)-(b). While the slopes are slightly 
different between NC and AD cohorts, a positive correlation is observed in both plots. Since 
connector hubs often have higher connectivity and larger participation coefficients, the 
results in Fig. 1 provide strong evidence supporting the hypotheses that (1) densely 
connected regions are more likely to share greater pathological burden, presumably via 
trans-neuronal propagation. Since the relationship of more severe neurodegenerative burden 
with larger connectivity degree has been observed in Fig. 1(b), and (2) connector hub nodes 
might be selectively vulnerable to a given level of pathology due to increased metabolic 
demand since the positive correlation between cortical thickness and participation coefficient 
has been observed in Fig. 1(b).
3.2 Evidence of prion-like propagation pattern
First, we employ the classic hub identification method to determine 10 common hub nodes 
(‘ ’ in Fig. 2) for the entire NC and AD cohorts. Then, we apply our mixed-effect model for 
each identified hub node. The covariates that are found to be significantly associated with 
the outcome Δθm, i.e. p<0.05, are listed in Table 2.
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The cortical thickness change Δθh at all hub nodes show a significant positive correlation to 
the cortical thickness change Δθm at the non-hub nodes. At each hub node, we further plot 
the joint distribution of Δθh and Δθm in the blue solid box in Fig. 2. Then, we use a linear 
regression model to fit the relationship for NC and AD cohort separately, which is shown in 
green and red lines. It is apparent that AD subjects usually have a steeper slope than NC 
subjects, indicating that the progression of neurodegeneration becomes faster after the onset 
of AD clinical symptoms.
Nine out of the ten hub nodes show that the topological distance dhm between hub and non-
hub nodes is significant. As the estimated β2 is negative, it suggests that the 
neurodegenerative burden propagates from hub nodes in a prion-like manner, where nearby 
non-hub nodes are affected earlier than faraway non-hub nodes. We also show the plot of 
Δθm and dhm in for NC (green) and AD (red) cohorts in the blue dash box in Fig. 2. In 
general, AD subjects show stronger prion-like pattern than NC subjects, as the linear fitting 
lines of AD has steeper slopes than NC at most of the hub nodes.
The coefficient β3 of spreading time Δt is significant at all hub nodes. All the relevant 
estimated coefficients are negative, which means that a longer period of the time-lapse 
between baseline and current follow-up scan results in slower cortical thickness change at 
non-hub nodes.
Regarding the participants’ dementia stage, significant effects are detected across all the hub 
nodes. Since we use NC as the reference group (NC: 0 and AD: 1), the negative relevant 
estimated coefficients in Table 2 suggest that AD subjects have relatively slower cortical 
thickness change at non-hub nodes than NC subjects. This finding partially supports that 
notion that significant neurodegenerative burden accrues prior to the onset of AD clinical 
symptoms. Also, the neurodegenerative events become less active after the subject has been 
diagnosed with AD, which might be due to the AD treatment or medication in the clinical 
practice.
We also find that the APOE4 biomarker has a significant association (p < 0.05) with AD 
progression in the right precuneus gyrus and right pericallosal sulcus, with the estimators of 
coefficients β6 0.0145±0.0067 for the precuneus gyrus and 0.0247±0.0086 for the 
pericallosal sulcus, respectively. The positive degree of factor XAPOE suggests that high-risk 
APOE4 gene carriers have more chance to aggregate neurodegenerative burden accrued at 
the above two hub regions.
In our model, education XEdu and gender XS are found to not be significantly associated 
with the outcome Δθm.
3.3 Replicability test
To confirm our results, we employ another hub identification method and obtain a different 
set of hub nodes. Six out of ten hub nodes are slightly shifted (only one hop away) to the hub 
nodes we used in Section 3.2. We reapply our mixed-effect model to the longitudinal 
network data and cortical thickness measurements and the discovery remains consistent. 
That is, we find Δθh, dhm, Xdementia and Δt are four significant factors in our model. The 
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replicable results further validate our hypotheses that AD differentially affects hub nodes 
and the excessive neurodegenerative burden accrued on hub nodes spread along the 
connectome pathways across brain networks in a prion-like manner.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we aim to discover the propagation pattern of how AD affects the human brain 
through longitudinal networks analyses, with the focus on hub nodes. To do so, we present a 
mixed-effect model to characterize the dynamic diffusion process that neurodegeneration 
burden spreads from the hub nodes to the non-hub nodes via the connectome pathway in the 
large-scale brain network. Based on the longitudinal structural neuroimaging data from the 
ADNI database, we provide strong evidence that hub nodes are the locus of network 
vulnerability in AD and the propagation of AD pathology follows the connectome pattern 
across the large-scale network in a prion-like manner. Replicating these findings adds further 
weight to their validity.
Future work includes (1) applying our mixed-effects model to investigate amyloid plaque 
and neurofibrillary tangle biomarkers, (2) evaluate the replicability of our result with stricter 
permutation and resampling parameters; and (3) use a more advanced statistical model to 
characterize the interaction of model factors.
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The plot of neurodegeneration level vs connectivity (left) and the plot of neurodegeneration 
level vs participation coefficient (right).
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The plot of cortical thickness change at non-hub nodes (Δθm) vs cortical thickness change at 
the hub node (Δθh) is shown in blue solid box. The plot of Δθm and topological distance to 
hub node dhm is shown in blue dash box. In each plot, we fit the distribution using linear 
model for the NC and AD cohorts in green and red, respectively.
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Table 1.
Statistical Description of the Data.
Group Time Window Follow-up Time Point since Baseline
M03 M06 M12 M24
Cohort Size AD n=30 n=24 n=28 n=17
NC n=41 n=33 n=33 n=39
Gender
(M/F)
AD 15/15 13/11 16/12 10/7
NC 23/18 18/15 20/13 19/20
Education
(years)


















AD 22/8 17/7 18/10 11/6
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Table 2.
Covariates significantly associated with the outcome Δθm in our mixed-effect model.
Δθm ↔ Δθh Δθm ↔ dhm Δθm ↔ Δt
(10−5)
Δθm ↔ XDementia Δθm ↔ XAPOE
#10 Left G_Cingul_post 0.032 (p<10−4) −0.0012 (p=0.0009) −3.00 (p<10−4) −0.0328 (p=0.0006) -
#16 Left G. front_sup 0.273 (p<10−4) −0.0030 (p<10−4) −3.43 (p<10−4) −0.0280 (p=0.0003) -
#27 Left G_parietal_sup 0.246 (p<10−4) −0.0013 (p=0.0005) −2.62 (p<10−4) −0.0287 (p=0.0001) -
#30 Left G_precuneus 0.208 (p<10−4) −0.0020 (p<10−4) −2.23 (p<10−4) −0.0265 (p=0.0008) -
#34 Left G_temp_sup_lat 0.152 (p<10−4) −0.0008 (p=0.0051) −2.31 (p<10−4) −0.0185 (p=0.0260) -
#66 Left S_pericallosal 0.043 (p<10−4) −0.0033 (p<10−4) −3.22 (p<10−4) −0.0272 (p=0.0025) -
#90 Right G_front_sup 0.255 (p<10−4) −0.0027 (p<10−4) −3.02 (p<10−4) −0.0227 (p=0.0026) -
#101 Right G_parietal_sup 0.242 (p<10−4) - −2.81 (p<10−4) −0.0261 (p=0.0005) -
#104 Right G_precuneus 0.241 (p<10−4) −0.0015 (p=0.0003) −2.46 (p<10−4) −0.0289 (p=0.0001) 0.0145 (p=0.0330)
#140 Right S_pericallosal 0.119 (p<10−4) −0.0030 (p<10−4) −3.33 (p<10−4) −0.0281 (p=0.0020) 0.0247 (p=0.0052)
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